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3D printed Durga Idol: Dussehra
Bonanza in the Eastern Region @
Kolkata
Blending of Technology and Religion
as we know is rare. It’s this time of the
year with the Dasara Festivities taking
place across India, can you imagine
a 3D Printed Durga Idol which will be
on display in Kolkata? An amazing
opportunity for us Indians, since the
idol making business is one of the
oldest occupations, especially in this
part of the country.
Originally, it is a manually crafted process using clay. But now, the Durga Committee in South Kolkata has
introduced a new method of making idols with the help of this high-end technology.
Digitally created Durga idol has been created with the help of scanning apps and computer-aided-design tools.
Later, the real models are built from the design with the help of 3D printer. So you can say that this is a computeraided design (CAD)-computer aided manufacturing (CAM) process. The most attractive part of the entire venture
is that the digital models are stored in a computer and each time a completely different material can be used to
print the idol.

Now from The East to down
South, @ iKix a 3d Printed Kolu
Project is taking Shape
As we all know, In the Southern part of
India, this festival is celebrated as Golu
or Kolu and it is customary to exhibit
various dolls and figurines in odd
numbered tiers. To commemorate
the festival and as a part of the
Dasara bonanza, iKix Team is busy
creating a massive 3D Printed project
for a client, to be put on display this
week for the Kolu Kondattam.
Embassy Group, the leading Real Estate Developer has asked iKix to create the model as part of their marketing
strategy to showcase their signature buildings at Bangalore. iKix is 3d printing the garden city and alongside
working on a huge landscape showing the contours, building, bridges, stations and metro. The illumination is
controlled with the help of a remote control. We also have a glass enclosure for this humongous project.
For your Kolu designs and to get the whole landscape and models 3d printed, please feel free to contact iKix 3D
Prints. Log on to our web to see our Gallery. We are the experts in 3D printing services. You can print your dolls
using either a composite powder or a plastic resin. iKix team can help you make your kolu come alive with 3D
printing technology. Please email us on info@ikix.in and the ikix team will be at your service.
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iKix DELIVERS A FANTASTIC PROJECT FOR SIGNATURE VALUE HOMES, DUBAI
iKix is thrilled to deliver a magnificent Model for Signature Value Homes, Dubai on-site at Maputo, Mozambique
as a repeat Project.
Signature Value Homes has signed a pact with the Government of Africa to develop affordable housing for middle
income groups. Chuiba Village, a residential villa development and the iconic City Tower were exhibited recently
at Maputo.
To focus on detailing aspects to help clients, iKix was approached by Signature Value Homes iKix to make
miniature of the projects. iKix accepted the task and the model was printed within a week’s time and installed at
Maputo by iKix executives.

THE CITY TOWER PROJECT :
Showcases the luscious Landscape, realistic
transparent windows, miniature lit cars and
human characters with external and internal
lighting. The Building comprises of 32 floors
- retail outlets, office spaces amenities and
residential units. All the 32 storeys were
depicted on the miniature. Each floor was
specially illuminated and was set up for
remote control operations to illuminate
selectively providing a clear view of each
zone.

CHUIBA VILLAGE STACKABLE MODEL :
Another example of how 3D Printing is used in visualization. The specialty of this model is that it is a stackable
one, i.e., when the top part is set aside, one can view the interior in 3D with lighting, showing each of the
details like furniture, bed lamps, etc. The extent of space, mass and scale is clearly indicated for the customer
to make instant decisions.
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“Simulations reduce mistakes during the real process and consequently
accelerate the treatment”, as quoted by Dr. Bharathi, MDS, Assistant Dental
Surgeon, Balaji Dental Craniofacial Hospital.

Following are the excerpts on the interview.
Impact of 3D Printing Technology on the dental industry as the world enters a new era of manufacturing
revolution.
As younger dentists start adopting 3D Printing in their businesses, they will now be able to spend more time with
their patients, thereby enabling them to earn more.
Use of 3D Printing technology to improve the quality and precision of dental parts.
The dental industry requires custom-part, single-unit production; with excellent accuracy. The orthodontist can
simulate the tooth movement and plan the treatment in the software. Simulations reduce mistakes during the real
process and consequently accelerate the treatment.
Acceptance and awareness in the Indian continent on fully or
partially printed 3D implants.
Not everybody is aware of this technology but when adequately
educated the response would be better and at a larger level.
Your experience with 3D Printing or rapid prototyping.
This experience was a first of a kind for me working with 3D Models.
This did improve our assessment of the anatomical structures better
and also aided in prediction of treatment outcomes.
Your experience with the speed and professionalism displayed by
iKix.
I have a very good rapport with the staff that coordinate with me in a
very professional manner. The deliveries are on time and they always
complete my work in spite of giving them the files at a very short
notice.
Will you recommend iKix to other Medical Community?
Yes, I would definitely.
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